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1 - Puppy Love

Puppy love

By:punkrocker

Okay,even though it's supposed to be the second series and the new generation.That doesn't our
favorite characters won't have a couple of stories to themselves.We find our heros scattered around
town looking for Valitines gifts.It's two days before the big day and everyone is rushing and making sure
that they don't miss a thing.Even Hiei has decided to do somthing for Jennifer."He where are
we?!"Yusuke2 shouted."Your at camp.It's V-day break."Punkrocker explained."Oh,cool!"Yusuke2 yelled
excited.Anyway,but there is a little trouble between two unspected.We find Jennifer,traveling through the
forest.Suddenly,she hears a rustle in the bushes.A glowing, purple,orb heading towards her."Hey
Kim,whats up?"The fairy landed on her hand."Jennifer,I have a bit of a problem."Kim started playing with
her fingers."What is it?"Jennifer asked."It's about tomorrow.I don't have a date and it's killing me inside.I
was wondering if you could find someone for me."Kim explained rather quickly."Well I guess I can find
someone."The fairy hopped with gleed."Thank you!"Kim flew off her hand and flew to the ground.She
transformed into a much larger version(Expect without the wings.+_+).Kim,followed Jennifer back to her
house.Mean while.Yusuke,was trying to find a gift for Keiko.He brought Lily along to help
him."Okay,what has mommy been telling you about Valitines Day gifts?"Yusuke asked."She said
somthing about a romantic dinner with roses."Lily answered."Great there sold out of roses."Yusuke
griefed."Doesn't Uncle Kurama have a rose garden?"Lily suggested."Good idea,he always has extra
roses.Lets go princess."Yusuke grabbed her hand and headed for Kurama's house."I'm the only thing
that keeps Mom and Dad from fighting.Even though it's just blabbing."Lily thought.Mean while,Hiei was
already done with his shopping and was heading home.When suddenly,somthing pulled him in the
bushes."Koema,whats the meaning of this?"Hiei asked."Shhhh,I don't want anyone to hear us.It's kinda
embarssing.Listen,I'm not excatly the ladies man.(No duh!!+_+)So I was wondering.Could you ask



Jennifer,if she knows anyone please?"He gave him those huge puppy dog eyes."I'll think about it.Just
stop that."Hiei agreed and headed home.When he got there he saw Jennifer and Kim chatting and
drinking tea.Hiei hid the bag of gifts behind his back."Hi Hieibear!"Jennifer gave him a peck on the
cheeck."Oooh,whats that?"Jennifer tried to get the bag behind his back.Hiei tried to slip away from.He
managed to escape into their room."Hieibear,thats so cute!".Hiei tried to find a place to hide the
bag."Under the bed,no to obvious.In the closet,no.In the dresser,no thats stupid!"He finally found a place
to hide it(I'm not telling you have to find out.+_+)+_+Next Kim and Koenma are keeping secrets from
each other.And Hiei and Jennifer get into a fight.Find out what happens in He loves me,She loves me
not.+_+

To be contined...



2 - He loves me,She loves me not

He loves me,She loves me not

When we last saw our heros.Everyone was getting ready for V-day.And Kim and Koenma were date
less(If you didn't see it before then your totally clueless.+_+)We find our heros getting ready for the night
ahead.Hiei and Jennifer were talking a walk to the salon before.Hiei was sitting and staring out of the
window,while Jennifer was getting her hair curled.Suddenly,one salonists came up to Hiei."Hey hot
stuff,wanna ditch your sister and go out with me?"The salonist countined to flirt with him."Hey,he's not
my brother he's my husband!!"Jennifer yelled in her face.Hiei just stayed quite and countined staring out
the window.Later on."Hiei,why didn't you say that I was your wife?"Jennifer played with her new curls
nervously."I didn't notice that she was there."Hiei explained(Jennifer's time bomb goes off in
five..four..three..two+_+)"Yeah right!You were checking her out!"Jennifer exploded in Hiei's face."No I
didn't,your just jealous!"Hiei exploded right back at her.Jennifer glared at him and stormed off."Whats
her problem?"Hiei headed home.Catching up with Yusuke and Lily(Oh pocky sticks,Lily is Yusuke's
daughter just so you know.+_+)."Thanks for the roses Kurama,you saved my @$$ again."Yusuke
handed Lily the roses."No problem,well see you guys tonight."Kurama went back into the house."That's
right we've got a double date with Botan and Kurama.How could forget?"Yusuke grabbed Lily and
rushed off.Mean while."Jennifer,are you and Hiei okay?"Kim asked.Jennifer glared at her with evil and
scary looking eyes."Lets go find you a date okay.I know just the guy."Jennifer grabbed Kim's hand and
rushed out the door.Mean while with Hiei and Koenma."Are you sure she'll like me?"Koenma said
nervously sweating."I'm sure."Hiei was hiding behind a tree.Hiei handed him a mini
microphone.Koenma,put it in his ear."Here she comes."Hiei climbed up the tree and disappeared in the
branches.Kim was walking toards him."Jennifer,are you sure this will work?"Kim talked into the mini
mic."Positive,if you get stuck I'll feed you info."Jennifer was in the next tree over.Kim and Koenma were
face to face and frozen to the spot(Just so you know both of them are in their larger versions.Also
Koenma is going to blue and Kim's going to purple.+_+)"Hi.""Hi.""*sweating*ahhh."."Talk to her you
idoit!"Hiei instructed."So,um you look great today."Koenma chuckled nervously."Thank you.It took me a
while but I think I got it right."Kim blushed a little."Oh he's cute.Ask him out!"Jennifer instructed."So do
you want to be my Valitine?"Kim asked."*blushing and sweating at the same time*Sure..."Koenma
agreed."Cool,I'll meet you by the lake outside of town."Kim waved goodbye and walk away.Koenma
countined to waved stupidly.Until Hiei,punched him out of "LALA Land."+_+Next time double
dates,confessions,and even more fights in Love hurts.+_+



To be countined....



3 - Love Hurts

Love Hurts

When we last saw our heros.Koenma and Kim broke the ice ,but they still have to keep their true forms
to themselves.Mean while Jennifer and Hiei are in a huge fight over one stupid afternoon.And Yusuke is
running through town trying to get ready for tonight.We find our heros getting ready for the
evening.Jennifer was talking to Yukina about what happened.And Hiei was listening on the other line."I
don't really know Yukina.I'm not sure if he did or didn't.I'm just worried."Jennifer was palying with the
phone cord."Well I'm pretty sure Hiei wouldn't do that.It's just not like him."Yukina explained."You tell her
Yukina.I'm not some pervert."Hiei thought."Hey Yukina,do you hear somthing?"Jennifer asked."Yeah,I'll
call you back okay?"Jennifer put down the phone and snuck into the living room.She saw Hiei sitting on
the couch with the phone next to him(Jennifer's time bomb will go off in five...four...three...two.+_+)"You
were listening to phone call!I can't believe you!"Jennifer exploded in Hiei's face."Well,I woudn't have to if
you'd trust me!"Hiei exploded back in her face."Well....you shouldn't have been flirting with that
girl!"Jennifer struggled with her come back.Hiei and Jennifer strommed out the of the house in different
directions.Mushi and Yoshi were watching on the side lines."I've never seen her this mad at him.Wonder
what happened?"Mushi scratched his head in wonder."Bark bark bark,bark!(translation:Wonder where
they're going?+_+)Yoshi started barking at the door.Mushi saw a pile of gifts by the door.The cat went
up to the gifts."These might help break this fight up."Mushi tied of the gifts on his back and tied another
one on Yoshi's back."Okay Yoshi,find Jennifer.I'll find Hiei."The cat and dog headed out the door hoping
to break up this feud.+_+Will Yoshi and Mushi get there in time?Will Koenma and Kim hit it off?And will
Yusuke get it together?Find out in Just call me cupid.+_+



To be countined....



4 - Just call me cupid

Just call me cupid

When we last saw our heros.Jennifer and Hiei's fight was reaching to the top level.And Mushi and Yoshi
were setting off to stop it.We find our heros by the lake outside of town.The moonlight made the water
sparkle.Kim and Koenma were sitting next to each,staring at each other nervously.While Hiei and
Jennifer were hidding in the trees in there formal clothes.Jennifer's light blue dress was brushing against
the branches.And the white rose in hair was tilting to the left.Hiei's suit was black enough that it blended
with the darkness of the tree."Compliment her on her dress."Hiei spoke into the mini mic."You look really
nice tonight."Koenma said nervously."*blush*Thank you."Kim turned her head the other way.They both
looked at each other and started blushing.They were moving closer and closer.And were interrupted by
Jennifer's cheering.Hiei jumped off the tree and walked towards the tree she was in."Jennifer come
down here!""No!".Koenma and Kim looked at each other and said "I can explain!"."No need,I guess we
just needed a little push."Kim giggled a little.They picked up where they left off and closed in for the
kiss(I hope this isn't turn into a romance story.+_+).Jennifer jumped down from the tree."Why can't we
be like that?"Jennifer asked."Because one of us has an over inflatied ego."Hiei made a smirk on his
face."Look who's talking!"Jennifer shouted.Suddenly Mushi and Yoshi came up to the screaming
couple."Glad we finally found you.We were looking all over."Mushi explained."Bark bark bark bark,bark
bark(translation:You forgot these at home!)!"Mushi untied the gifts strapped to them.They opened the
gifts.Jennifer got a black bear with a white star on it's head that said "HieiBear".Hiei got a giant chocolate
heart."Hiei,this is so sweet."Jennifer held the bear close to her chest."So,does this mean the fight is
over?"Hiei asked.Jennifer kissed him softly on the lips."I'll take that as a yes."Hiei pulled her close to
him."Lets go home*wink wink*."Jennifer winked in code(I'm not telling you what it means.+_+)They
walked off and left the new love birds alone."Hey,why wasn't I in this?!"Kuwabara asked."Sorry,you'll be
in the next one."Punkrocker was looking through the story."What happened to Urameshi?"Kuwabara
asked."Long story short,Yusuke and the others went on their double date.But,the babysitter didn't come
to watch Lily and Tim.So the house ended up being covered in chips and toys."Punkrocker
explained."What about Me and Yukina?"Kuwabara asked."That's somthing I don't want to think
about*shiver*"Punkrocker shivered in disgust."Oh, I see."Kuwabara chuckled(Perv+_+).+_+Next time
the demon world comes for another visit.But,they end up fighting some baddie named Tokusatu.And
Pocky's little brother gets into some mischief.Next time in Where is my Alvaro?+_+
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